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Askari
Designed as much for luxury and 
comfort as for adventure, ASKARI 
offers fabulous itineraries in the 
remote Tuamotus and the magical 
Society Islands. ASKARI crew 
continue to receive simply glowing 
references from clients for their 
superb service.

specifications 
builder sermons 
built/refit 1971/2011
length  m/ft 33 /107’11”
cabins 5
guests 10
crew 6
cruising speed (kn) 10
cruising area south pacific  

weekly charter rates
winter $75,000 pw
summer $75,000 pw

for charter
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for charter

Salon

Freshly furnished and decorated, 
the salon offers a warm 
polynesian ambience and very 
comfortable areas for relaxing, 
reading or viewing movies on  
the flat screen.

33m ⁄ 107’11” ⁄ sermons
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Salon
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Salon  Bar

The salon also features a full  
wet bar with seating and a  
deluxe entertainment center  
with video on demand.

for charter
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Dining

Forward is the formal dining 
salon seating ten guests.

for charter
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Dining

The warm ambience of the 
interior dining salon is perfect 
for formal evenings.

for charter
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Master Cabin

The full beam Master Stateroom 
features a Jacuzzi tub in the 
ensuite bathroom.

for charter
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Master Ensuite
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Guest Cabin

for charter
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Guest Twin Cabin

for charter
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Aft Deck 

Seating area and bar.

for charter
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Aft Deck

The covered aftdeck with its 
inviting lounge/bar area and 
alfresco dining space is ideal  
for a leisurely breakfast or 
casual lunch.

for charter
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Aft Deck
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Jacuzzi 

for charter
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Sun Deck

The upper level sundeck runs 
the width of the yacht offering 
ample space for sunbathing and 
a bimini top for shaded lounging 
around its bubbling hot tub.

for charter
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Sun Deck

for charter
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Water Toys

• 1 Sea-Doo Jet ski
• 1 Laser sailing boat
• 4 stand up paddle boards
•  Kiteboarding equipment for 

amateur and advanced riders
•  Fishing equipment 

for deep sea and spinning
• Scuba gear for 8 guests
• Snorkel gear
• Water skis
• Wake board

33m ⁄ 107’11” ⁄ sermons
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Tenders 

• 20’ Caribe Diesel-Jet tender
• 17’ Carib with 100 HP outboard

for charter
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Kayaking

• 2 double kayaks
• 1 single kayak

for charter
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Askari can reach many 
different islands, each with 
its unique personality, and its 
many facets to be discovered.
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Today we go to visit the Stingrays and experience a fantastic interaction with these gentle 

creatures, snorkeling over the nearby coral gardens or scuba dive outside the reef are the 

water activities planned  or you can sightsee the lagoon by jet boat.  ASKARI will be anchored 

in a most tranquil place so you may prefer to admire the scenery from a hammock on the 

sundeck with a cool drink in hand. 
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We raise anchor very early today and head out for our 

passage to Huahine Island some 75 miles away. The trolling 

lines are set as soon as the sun is up as these are good fishing 

grounds.  We anchor in time for lunch and have a choice of 

activities to offer you for a relaxing afternoon at this beautiful 

location.  There is a lovely area to drift snorkel with the 

current over colorful reef. 

 

 

Beach picnic day! We can spend an energetic morning 

snorkeling / kayaking/ sailing/ kite surfing or any other activity 

you choose and then dine ashore under our sun canopy and 

enjoy an “ASKARI” beach picnic Huahine style!   There is a 

very interesting local museum that is worth a visit and you 

can learn about the ancient archaeological  remains that have 

been uncovered in the area. 

 

 

Fare town,  West Huahine. 

We move around the Island to visit the quaint village of Fare, 

there are good dive sites nearby for enthusiastic divers  and a 

great surf break for surfers. We can see all the Leeward 

islands from this anchorage , even the peaks of Bora Bora are 

sometimes visible some 50 miles away.  
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